Foundations of metabolic organization: coherence as a basis of computational properties in metabolic networks.
Biological organization is based on the coherent energy transfer allowing for macromolecules to operate with high efficiency and realize computation. Computation is executed with virtually 100% efficiency via the coherent operation of molecular machines in which low-energy recognitions trigger energy-driven non-equilibrium dynamic processes. The recognition process is of quantum mechanical nature being a non-demolition measurement. It underlies the enzymatic conversion of a substrate into the product (an elementary metabolic phenomenon); the switching via separation of the direct and reverse routes in futile cycles provides the generation and complication of metabolic networks (coherence within cycles is maintained by the supramolecular organization of enzymes); the genetic level corresponding to the appearance of digital information is based on reflective arrows (catalysts realize their own self-reproduction) and operation of hypercycles. Every metabolic cycle via reciprocal regulation of both its halves can generate rhythms and spatial structures (resulting from the temporally organized depositions from the cycles). Via coherent events which percolate from the elementary submolecular level to organismic entities, self-assembly based on the molecular complementarity is realized and the dynamic informational field operating within the metabolic network is generated.